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Moms are superheroes when they're battling cancer, and this empowering picture book gives
them a genuine yet spirited way to share the difficult experience with their kids.   Author Jessica
Reid Sliwerski was identified as having breast cancer four weeks after having a baby to her
child. And through all of the phases of treatment—she thought about how hard it would be to
speak to your child about cancer while dealing with it.medical procedures, chemotherapy,
radiation, losing her hair—is relatable to any kind of cancer.a lovingly upbeat book that's also
refreshingly authentic and straightforward.Cancers Hates Kisses  Using its simple text message
and heartwarming illustrations,  She wrote this picture publication to give various other parents
and their kids an encouraging device for having those conversations—
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Talking with children on the subject of what's happening to their loved ones isn't easy It takes
a master craftsman - or, must i say woman - never to only write about such a delicate topic,
but to write about any of it so eloquently and down to earth that children have the ability to
grasp a gentle knowledge of what's taking place in the world around them. Talking with
children about what's happening to their family members isn't easy, and Malignancy Hates
Kisses helps to lighten that load. Great message This book is written in such a way that helps
children know very well what their parent is certainly going through, and will be offering them
some coping skills and ways they are able to help. they are able to kiss and dance and
combat to help push the cancer apart. I have 3 small kids and this publication was such a
lifesaver for all of us during treatment. I love that this book shows children that they don't have
to sit on the sidelines; She hadn't quite figured out how to describe why Daddy was so sick, but
this helped all of them to feel a bit more in control. And mostly, I love that the author found the
silver lining in her very own diagnosis to greatly help others. This is a beautiful, positive book
that celebrates the healing power of .. Fantastic book for folks of all ages! This is a lovely,
positive book that celebrates the healing power of love. I acquired this book in order that I
could share my . I blogged about it at thetimebetweenis. Something mainly because simple
simply because a hug or a kiss or laughter are little points that bring both person fighting
cancer and the caregivers comfort and ease. I bought a duplicate for myself and I also
brought it to my OB/Gyn's office to talk about with them. My doctor and nursing staff were
thrilled to have this resource and intend to purchase the reserve for their waiting room! Will be
investing in a second duplicate to have in the event I need to provide it to someone. She
today keeps the publication on her behalf nightstand, as a reminder that she's a warrior and a
superhero!.. I really like that book portrays the mother, not as weak with tumor, but as a
Malignancy Fighting Superhero. Therefore many children’s books on a parent coping with
cancer could be scary or over a child’s mind with problems they aren’t fully prepared to
grasp. Cancer Hates Kisses is a beautifully written and illustrated book that can teach all
children how to support someone you care about. Although I just completed treatment, my
youngest girl still likes to browse it becuase it means we reach snuggle and work out the “POW-
POW” parts and laugh. I got this book in order that I could share my knowledge with my son
when he ages. Cancer Hates Kisses is crucial have for family members with . As a young mom
recently identified as having breast cancer, how my family and specifically my kids (ages
6,4,and 1) would be affected has been my biggest get worried. We’ve usually explained and
confronted points honestly with our kids and I looked all over for a reserve that was both age-
appropriate but also conveyed a message of power and power, rather than being a
victim.This book came today and I am SO thankful to have finally found “The One!” It covers all
of the treatments I am having and is empowering and real, yet very appropriate for my little
kiddos. Brilliant book that is designed to be shared A must have book for kids and adults alike
whose lives have already been touched by malignancy. This publication made me cry and is
certainly lovely.. Cancers Hates Kisses is a beautifully written and illustrated book that may
teach all kids . I bought a duplicate for my mother, who was diagnosed with cancer nine a few
months ago. I highly recommend this reserve! My mom experienced tears in her eyes while
scanning this book, and it really meant the globe to her.). fun yet somehow very important and
poignant book for our . Finally, the ideal book for my children! The message of this reserve is
written in a way that it is accessible to small children, and empowering to all. I highly
recommend this book to any and all families who are struggling with, may have a problem with,
or will have a problem with discussing this horrible calamity with those they love. Cancers Hates



Kisses is crucial have for family members with children facing cancers treatment. this book was
amazing for me and my kids to learn together I am a breast cancer survivor, this publication
was amazing for me and my kids to read together. We certainly are a family impacted by
cancer, although not really breast cancers, and we still go through this book to your child. It
fills a essential void in the children's literacy world, and its emotional uplift and messaging is
definitely analogous to medication for all celebrations in and of itself. Cancers Hates Kisses, is
a beautiful book with a robust message!.. This is a light, fun yet somehow very important and
poignant book for our family. It has a simple and empowering message that's applicable to all
or any kids and families. Mothers are superheros-especially tumor fighting Moms--and this
publication will leave children feeling like their cherished one is ready to take on the world. We
highly recommend this publication to any family suffering from cancer My family loves this book!.
We recommend this reserve to any family suffering from malignancy, or anyone who may choose
to teach their children what real superheroes look like. <3 bought this as something special -
such a sweet publication that is very helpful for dealing with this very difficult concern. It turns a
hard life event right into a manageable series of treatments while empowering the patient and
family. My mom is currently cancer-free, but is still dealing with the ongoing turmoil to be in
remission (like the side effects of medicines, radiation sickness, constant doctors appointments,
etc. It will be perfect to have examine to the grandchildren who had been also going through
this struggle with him. Loved it! Thanks a lot for composing this, Jessica!org. Not long ago i sent
this book to a pal struggling with how exactly to talk with her kids about their father's
malignancy. Loved it! Great message!Thank you, thank you , MANY THANKS to Jessica for
writing it and everyone whom made this book possible. Brilliant book that is meant to be
shared. Five Stars Awesome book for Children to comprehend the steps that someone they
know proceed through and how to help them. Medicine for the Soul Explaining the emotional
complexity of cancer is a herculean task under the best of conditions, but elucidating to
young children whose parent is usually afflicted is certainly unequivocally heartbreaking.
Jessica offers, in this situation, solved this convolution though basic yet powerful phrases, and
matched it with Mika's wonderfully playful however compelling artwork. This combination should
be forever seen as a formidable device in the arsenal of cancers fighting weapons. Kudos to
Jessica Reid Sliwerski for transforming her knowledge into a powerful reference for others.. I'm not
a cancers survivor, but I had taken care of my father as he was battling cancers, so this story
really resonates with me... And that is the best medicine for us all:). I haven’t found anything
else on the market that's better for our situation. Get it!
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